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Abstract

Aspect-Based Sentiment Analysis (ABSA)
aims to recognize fine-grained opinions and
sentiments of users, which is an important prob-
lem in sentiment analysis. Recent work has
shown that Sentiment-enhanced Pre-Training
(SPT) can substantially improve the perfor-
mance of various ABSA tasks. However, there
is currently a lack of comprehensive evalua-
tion and fair comparison of existing SPT ap-
proaches. Therefore, this paper performs an
empirical study to investigate the effectiveness
of different SPT approaches. First, we de-
velop an effective knowledge-mining method
and leverage it to build a large-scale knowledge-
annotated SPT corpus. Second, we systemat-
ically analyze the impact of integrating sen-
timent knowledge and other linguistic knowl-
edge in pre-training. For each type of senti-
ment knowledge, we also examine and compare
multiple integration methods. Finally, we con-
duct extensive experiments on a wide range of
ABSA tasks to see how much SPT can facilitate
the understanding of aspect-level sentiments.1

1 Introduction

Aspect-Based Sentiment Analysis (ABSA) is an
important problem in sentiment analysis (Pontiki
et al., 2014). Its goal is to recognize opinions
and sentiments towards specific aspects from user-
generated content (Zhang et al., 2022). Traditional
ABSA approaches generally develop several sep-
arate models (Xu et al., 2018; Xue and Li, 2018;
Fan et al., 2019) or a joint model (He et al., 2019;
Chen and Qian, 2020), establishing interactions be-
tween different sentiment elements through specific
model structures.

∗ Corresponding Authors
1We release our code, data, and pre-trained model weights

at https://github.com/HITSZ-HLT/SPT-ABSA.

In recent years, pre-trained models (Devlin et al.,
2019; Liu et al., 2019; Raffel et al., 2020) have
yielded excellent results in extensive NLP tasks.
This inspires many research efforts that leverage
pre-training techniques to learn sentiment-aware
representations. Among them, Xu et al. (2019a) re-
veal that pre-training on the sentiment-dense corpus
through masked language modeling alone could
result in significant improvements on three down-
stream ABSA tasks. Further, researchers undertake
many explorations on integrating sentiment knowl-
edge (e.g., sentiment words) in the pre-training
phase (Tian et al., 2020; Zhou et al., 2020; Ke et al.,
2020; Li et al., 2021; Fan et al., 2022), as sentiment
knowledge has been widely demonstrated to be
helpful in various ABSA tasks (Li and Lam, 2017;
Zeng et al., 2019; He et al., 2019; Xu et al., 2020a;
Wu et al., 2020b; Liang et al., 2022).

Despite significant gains in various ABSA tasks,
there has not been a comprehensive evaluation and
fair comparison of existing Sentiment-enhanced
Pre-Training (SPT) approaches. Therefore, this pa-
per conducts an empirical study of SPT-ABSA to
systematically investigate and analyze the effective-
ness of the existing approaches. We mainly concen-
trate on the following questions: (a) what impact
do different types of sentiment knowledge have
on downstream ABSA tasks?; (b) which knowl-
edge integration method is most effective?; and
(c) does injecting non-sentiment-specific linguis-
tic knowledge (e.g., part-of-speech tags and syn-
tactic relations) into pre-training have positive im-
pacts? Based on the experimental investigation
of these questions, we eventually obtain a pow-
erful sentiment-enhanced pre-trained model. We
evaluate it on a wide range of ABSA tasks to see
how much SPT can facilitate the understanding of
aspect-level sentiments.
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this my first time writing a review for a restaurant. they are super
quick very kind, and do an excellent job. their prices can't be beaten for the quality.
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Figure 1: (a) left: four types of sentiment knowledge. (b) right: dependency links between aspect words and
sentiment words. Aspect words and sentiment words are marked with blue and orange, respectively.

To enable our study, we prepare a large-scale
knowledge-annotated SPT corpus. We obtain and
collate over 100 million user-generated reviews
from Yelp and Amazon. Subsequently, we develop
an effective semi-supervised method for sentiment
knowledge mining and annotating. This method
is driven by lexicons and syntactic rules, and we
devise an Expectation-Maximization (EM) algo-
rithm to estimate them. Experiments demonstrate
that this method can mine more considerable and
accurate sentiment knowledge than the existing
methods.

Our contributions can be concluded as follows:

• We develop an effective sentiment knowledge
mining method and leverage it to build a large-
scale knowledge-annotated SPT corpus.

• We systematically review and summarize the
existing SPT approaches and empirically in-
vestigate and analyze their effectiveness.

• We conduct extensive experiments on ABSA
tasks and illustrate how SPT can facilitate the
understanding of aspect-level sentiments.

2 Analysis Setup

2.1 Pre-training Data
Following Xu et al. (2019a), we use user-generated
reviews from Yelp datasets2 and Amazon reviews
datasets3 (Ni et al., 2019) for pre-training. We
remove those reviews that are too short (<50 char-
acters) and too long (>500 characters) and end up
with a corpus containing 140 million reviews in 28
domains. Its statistic is detailed in Appendix A.1.

2.1.1 Sentiment Knowledge Mining
In this paper, we mainly investigate four typical
types of sentiment knowledge: reviews’ rating

2https://www.yelp.com/dataset
3https://nijianmo.github.io/amazon/

index.html

scores, sentiment words, word sentiment polarity,
and aspect words. We illustrate them in Figure 1(a).
Since only annotations of rating scores exist in the
collected pre-training corpus, we develop an effec-
tive semi-supervised sentiment knowledge mining
method.

Our method draws inspiration from the dou-
ble propagation algorithm proposed by Qiu et al.
(2011). They observe that there are some syntac-
tic patterns linking aspect words and sentiment
words, which is illustrated in Figure 1(b). Conse-
quently, they define some syntactic rules to expand
the aspect lexicon and sentiment lexicon iteratively.
However, their method requires careful manual se-
lection of syntactic rules. This limitation hinders
the exploitation of complex syntactic patterns, such
as (pizza, awful) in “we had a lamb pie pizza that
was awful”.

To overcome the above limitation, we devise an
Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm to learn
syntactic rules. In our method, the annotations of
sentiment words and aspect words in the reviews
are treated as unobserved latent variables, and the
lexicons and rules are treated as the parameters.
We first initialize parameters using MPQA (Wilson
et al., 2005) and several simple syntactic rules;
E-step annotates the reviews through the current
estimate for the parameters; M-step updates the
parameters according to the expected annotations.
This process can be formulated as:

initialize θ(0), (1)

repeat:

y
(t)
S ,y

(t)
A = E(x;θ(t)), (2)

θ(t+1) = M(x,y
(t)
S ,y

(t)
A ), (3)

where θ = (LS ,LA,PSS ,PAA,PSA,PAS) de-
notes the lexicons and syntactic rules. For each
mined sentiment word, we use Pointwise Mutual
Information (PMI) to determine its polarity (Tur-
ney, 2002; Tian et al., 2020). See Appendix B for
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Task Input Output
AE [CLS] delicious mushroom pizza but slow and rude delivery [SEP] S O B I O O O O B E

ASC
[CLS] delicious mushroom pizza but slow and rude delivery [SEP] mushroom pizza [SEP] POS

[CLS] delicious mushroom pizza but slow and rude delivery [SEP] delivery [SEP] NEG

AOE
[CLS] delicious mushroom pizza but slow and rude delivery [SEP] mushroom pizza [SEP] S B O O O O O O O O O O E

[CLS] delicious mushroom pizza but slow and rude delivery [SEP] delivery [SEP] S O O O O B O B O O O E

Table 1: Examples of three downstream ABSA tasks.

more details.

2.1.2 Syntax Knowledge Acquisition

We annotate four types of syntax knowledge in the
reviews using spaCy4. For each word, we anno-
tate its part-of-speech tag. If there is a dependency
relation between two words, we annotate its direc-
tion and type. If a word is the ancestor of another
word, we annotate their dependency distance.

2.2 Downstream Tasks and Datasets

An aspect-level opinion can be defined as a triplet
consisting of an aspect term, the corresponding
opinion term, and the sentiment polarity (Peng
et al., 2020). Therefore, we select Aspect term
Extraction (AE), Aspect-oriented Opinion term Ex-
traction (AOE), and Aspect-level Sentiment Clas-
sification (ASC) to measure a model’s understand-
ing of these three sentiment elements, respectively.
These downstream tasks are illustrated in Table 1.
The datasets for these three ABSA tasks are derived
from Wang et al. (2017); Fan et al. (2019). Their
statistics are detailed in Appendix A.2.

3 Method

Given a review X of length T , a pre-trained model
produces its word-level contextualized representa-
tions and review-level representation, which can be
generally formulated as follows:

h[CLS],h1, · · · ,hT = f(x1, · · · , xT ;θPLM ).

General-purpose pre-training (Devlin et al., 2019;
Liu et al., 2019; Lan et al., 2020; He et al., 2020)
mostly learns parameters through Masked Lan-
guage Modeling (MLM). In MLM, a certain pro-
portion of words C in the review is masked, and the
masked review X̃ is then input to the pre-trained

4The trained pipeline we use is en_core_web_sm
3.3.0.

model to recover the masked part:

P (x̃t) = softmax(FFNN(ht)), (4)

LMLM = − 1

|C|
∑

t∈C
logP (x̃t = xt), (5)

where FFNN denotes a feed-forward neural net-
work with non-linear activation, and for simplicity,
we still use ht to denote the word-level representa-
tion of X̃ .

Existing SPT approaches integrate sentiment
knowledge in two main ways: (1) knowledge-
guided masking prioritizes masking sentiment
knowledge in reviews and leverages MLM to in-
crease the model’s awareness of sentiment knowl-
edge; (2) knowledge supervision directly converts
sentiment knowledge into labels and then predicts
them by the word-level representations and the
review-level representation.

3.1 Integrating Aspect & Sentiment Words

A common way to integrate aspect and sentiment
words is to increase their masking probabilities
(Tian et al., 2020; Zhou et al., 2020; Ke et al., 2020;
Li et al., 2021). There are two implementations:
(1) mask-by-probability masks these words with
probability x% and masks other words with prob-
ability 15%; (2) mask-by-proportion randomly
masks these words to y% of the total words and
masks other words to (15− y)% of the total words.
The main difference between these two implemen-
tations is that the former is more sensitive to the
proportion of aspect and sentiment words in the
review.

In addition to increasing their masking probabil-
ity, we propose the strategy of masking their con-
texts. Our motivation stems from the observation
sentiment expressions are often closer to aspect
words, and thus we can leverage aspect words to
locate sentiment-dense segments of a review. We
assign a higher masking probability to words that
are closer to aspect words. To achieve this, we
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Figure 2: Illustration of masking strategies for integrat-
ing aspect words.

empirically choose the normal distribution and ge-
ometric distribution for the masking probability
assignment, and the corresponding masking strate-
gies are denoted as mask-context-norm and mask-
context-geo. Figure 2 provides an illustration of
these two masking strategies, and detailed imple-
mentations can be found in Appendix C.

Moreover, an alternative way is to convert the
aspect and sentiment words to pseudo-labels and
then use the word-level representations to predict
these pseudo-labels, which can be formulated as:

P (yt) = softmax(FFNN(ht)), (6)

LA/S-PL = − 1

T

∑

t

logP (y∗t ), (7)

where yt ∈ {AspW,Other} for integrating aspect
words, and yt ∈ {SenW,Other} for integrating
sentiment words.

3.2 Integrating Review Rating

The review’s rating score reflects its overall senti-
ment. To integrate it, Zhou et al. (2020); Ke et al.
(2020) introduce rating prediction. They predict
the rating score by the review-level representation
and use the cross-entropy function to calculate the
loss:

P (yRAT ) = softmax(Linear(h[CLS])), (8)

LRAT -CE = − logP (y∗RAT ), (9)

where yRAT ∈ {1,2,3,4,5}.
Besides, Li et al. (2021) adopt the supervised-

contrastive-learning objective (Khosla et al.,
2020) to integrate review rating. With this objec-
tive, representations from the same sentiment are
pulled closer together than representations from
different sentiments. Specifically, the loss for a
batch B is calculated as follows:

ℓ(i, j) = − log
exp(sim(i, j)/τ)∑

k∈B\i exp(sim(i, k)/τ)
, (10)

LRAT -SCL =
1

|B|
∑

i∈B

1

|P (i)|
∑

j∈P (i)

ℓ(i, j), (11)

where P (i) = {j|j ∈ B\i, y(i)RAT = y
(j)
RAT } is the set

of indices of all positives in batch B for i, and τ is
the temperature. They use sim(i, j) = s⊤i sj on the
normalized representations si = h

(i)
[CLS]/∥h

(i)
[CLS]∥

as similarity metric.

3.3 Integrating Other Sentiment Knowledge
Word Polarity. To integrate this knowledge, Tian
et al. (2020); Zhou et al. (2020); Ke et al. (2020)
introduce the objective of word polarity prediction.
In this objective, word polarity is inferred based
on word-level representations, similar to Equation
6. There are two variants: one only predicts the
polarity of masked-sentiment-words, i.e., yt ∈
{POS,NEG}; the other predicts the polarity of all-
masked-words, i.e., yt ∈ {POS,NEG,Other}.
The difference is that the latter also includes the
label of sentiment words in the supervision.

Aspect-Sentiment Pair. Tian et al. (2020) regard
a sentiment word with its nearest noun (the max-
imum distance is 3) as an aspect-sentiment pair.
They argue that aspect-sentiment pairs reveal more
information than sentiment words do. Therefore,
they propose aspect-sentiment pair prediction to
capture the dependency between aspect and sen-
timent. They randomly mask at most 2 aspect-
sentiment pairs in each review and predict them
through the review-level representation5:

P (x) = softmax(FFNN(h[CLS])), (12)

LPAIR = − 1

|P|
∑

t∈P
logP (x = xt), (13)

whereP is the set of indices of words in the masked
aspect-sentiment pairs.

5There are some differences in the loss calculation from
the original paper (Tian et al., 2020). See our note on this in
Appendix D.
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Knowledge Method
Restaurant-14 Laptop-14

Avg-∆
AE ASC AOE AE ASC AOE

BERT 86.41 75.83 85.44 80.49 72.85 78.10 -

MLM 88.26(+1.85) 78.63(+2.80) 86.04(+0.60) 81.55(+1.06) 73.38(+0.53) 79.90(+1.80) +1.44

+ASPECTWORD

mask-by-probability 87.93(+1.52) 78.82(+2.99) 86.04(+0.60) 81.47(+0.98) 73.83(+0.98) 79.61(+1.51) +1.43

mask-by-proportion 87.35(+0.94) 78.54(+2.71) 86.06(+0.62) 81.76(+1.27) 73.51(+0.66) 79.66(+1.56) +1.29

mask-context-norm 88.30(+1.89) 79.13(+3.30) 85.77(+0.33) 81.66(+1.17) 74.48(+1.63) 79.90(+1.80) +1.69
⋆mask-context-geo 88.30(+1.89) 79.04(+3.21) 86.38(+0.94) 81.80(+1.31) 73.99(+1.14) 80.40(+2.30) +1.80

pseudo-label 88.25(+1.84) 78.81(+2.98) 86.11(+0.67) 82.04(+1.55) 73.41(+0.56) 80.11(+2.01) +1.61

+SENTIMENTWORD

mask-by-probability 88.47(+2.06) 78.92(+3.09) 85.94(+0.50) 81.24(+0.75) 74.28(+1.43) 79.76(+1.66) +1.59
⋆mask-by-proportion 88.17(+1.76) 79.34(+3.51) 85.83(+0.39) 81.16(+0.67) 75.71(+2.86) 79.44(+1.34) +1.76

pseudo-label 88.35(+1.94) 78.61(+2.78) 85.70(+0.26) 81.33(+0.84) 74.06(+1.21) 80.39(+2.29) +1.56

+REVIEWRATING
⋆ cross-entropy 87.95(+1.54) 80.02(+4.19) 85.93(+0.49) 80.89(+0.40) 75.78(+2.93) 79.92(+1.82) +1.90

contrastive-learning 88.27(+1.86) 79.26(+3.43) 86.37(+0.93) 81.10(+0.61) 75.70(+2.85) 80.05(+1.95) +1.94

+WORDPOLARITY
masked-sentiment-words 88.18(+1.77) 78.61(+2.78) 86.03(+0.59) 80.57(+0.08) 74.02(+1.17) 79.95(+1.85) +1.38

⋆ all-masked-words 88.14(+1.73) 79.50(+3.67) 85.90(+0.46) 81.41(+0.92) 73.86(+1.01) 79.87(+1.77) +1.60

+ASPECT-SENTIMENT-PAIR 87.74(+1.33) 80.14(+4.31) 86.30(+0.86) 81.75(+1.26) 75.77(+2.92) 78.93(+0.83) +1.92
+EMOTICON 88.33(+1.92) 79.02(+3.19) 86.27(+0.83) 81.17(+0.68) 73.29(+0.44) 79.64(+1.54) +1.44

+SYNTAX

part-of-speech (pos) 89.00(+2.59) 78.08(+2.25) 86.14(+0.70) 82.02(+1.53) 73.76(+0.91) 80.12(+2.02) +1.67

dependency-direction 88.73(+2.32) 78.72(+2.89) 86.54(+1.10) 81.68(+1.19) 73.62(+0.77) 79.91(+1.81) +1.68

dependency-type 88.47(+2.06) 78.04(+2.21) 86.15(+0.71) 81.86(+1.37) 74.46(+1.61) 80.12(+2.02) +1.67

dependency-distance 88.44(+2.03) 78.09(+2.26) 86.80(+1.36) 81.85(+1.36) 73.99(+1.14) 80.54(+2.44) +1.77
⋆ pos & direction & distance 88.78(+2.37) 78.03(+2.20) 86.55(+1.11) 81.88(+1.39) 73.77(+0.92) 80.89(+2.79) +1.80

+ASPECTWORD+SENTIMENTWORD 88.29(+1.88) 78.98(+3.15) 85.99(+0.55) 81.37(+0.88) 74.14(+1.29) 80.11(+2.01) +1.63

+ASPECTWORD+RATING 88.18(+1.77) 79.98(+4.15) 86.21(+0.77) 81.48(+0.99) 76.00(+3.15) 79.54(+1.44) +2.05
+ASPECTWORD+PAIR 87.75(+1.34) 79.83(+4.00) 86.00(+0.56) 81.49(+1.00) 75.49(+2.64) 78.80(+0.70) +1.71

+ASPECTWORD+SYNTAX 88.71(+2.30) 78.29(+2.46) 86.75(+1.31) 82.33(+1.84) 74.00(+1.15) 80.72(+2.62) +1.95
+RATING+SYNTAX 88.70(+2.29) 79.81(+3.98) 86.17(+0.73) 82.18(+1.69) 76.13(+3.28) 80.32(+2.22) +2.37

⋆ +ASPECTWORD+RATING+SYNTAX 88.66(+2.25) 79.88(+4.05) 86.31(+0.87) 82.22(+1.73) 76.42(+3.57) 80.22(+2.12) +2.42

Table 2: Performance of integrating different knowledge in pre-training (F1-score, %). The evaluation metric for
ASC is Macro-F1. We boldface those results with significant advantages. For each type of knowledge, we mark the
best integration approach with a ⋆. Among the two methods of integrating review ratings, although supervised
contrastive learning performs slightly better than cross-entropy, the latter is simpler and more straightforward.
Therefore, we mark cross-entropy as the preferred method.

Emoticons (e.g., “:-)” and “:-(”) are often inserted
in the reviews to express emotions. Zhou et al.
(2020) point out that integrating emoticons can cap-
ture more token-level sentiment knowledge. Con-
sistent with Zhou et al. (2020), we treat emoti-
cons as special tokens during the tokenization pro-
cess and assign them a masking probability of 50%
when masking.

3.4 Integrating Syntax Knowledge
Although syntax knowledge has been widely incor-
porated in fine-tuning various ABSA tasks (Zhang
et al., 2019; Huang and Carley, 2019; Wang et al.,
2020; Chen et al., 2022), few works explore its
impact on SPT. In this paper, we cover four types
of syntax knowledge and integrate them through
knowledge supervision. We infer part-of-speech
tags in the same way as in Equation 6 and trans-

form the predictions of dependency-direction,
dependency-type, and dependency-distance into
word-pair classification. The word-pair classifica-
tion can be formulated as follows:

h̃i = FFNN(hi), h̃j = FFNN(hj), (14)

h̃i→j = [h̃i; h̃j ; h̃i − h̃j ; h̃i ∗ h̃j ], (15)

P (yi→j) = softmax(Linear(h̃i→j)), (16)

LDIR/TY P/DIS = −
∑

i,j

logP (y∗i→j). (17)

4 Experiment

4.1 Implementation Details

Following Xu et al. (2019a); Zhou et al. (2020); Li
et al. (2021), we use BERT (Devlin et al., 2019)
as the base framework and initialize the model
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Backbone Step
Restaurant-14 Laptop-14

Avg.
AE ASC AOE AE ASC AOE

BERT - 86.41 75.83 85.44 80.49 72.85 78.10 79.86

+SKEP∗(Tian et al., 2020) 10k 87.09 79.85 85.15 80.29 75.56 79.03 81.17(+1.31)

+SENTILARE∗(Ke et al., 2020) 10k 88.27 79.29 86.17 81.72 75.54 80.60 81.93(+2.07)

+Our SPT 10k 88.66 79.88 86.31 82.22 76.42 80.22 82.28(+2.42)
+SCAPTLAP(Li et al., 2021) 24k 86.38 78.99 86.54 83.09 75.69 79.56 81.71(+1.85)

+SCAPTREST(Li et al., 2021) 75k 87.89 79.01 86.10 80.30 76.60 78.83 81.46(+1.60)

+Our SPT 24k 88.79 79.27 86.22 82.67 77.31 80.84 82.52(+2.66)
+SENTIX(Zhou et al., 2020) 280k 87.08 78.53 85.37 80.50 75.36 78.95 80.97(+1.11)

+Our SPT 280k 88.54 81.10 86.51 83.39 77.70 79.39 82.77(+2.81)
+BERTREVIEW(Xu et al., 2019b) 800k 89.12 78.99 86.23 84.32 75.94 80.72 82.55(+2.69)

+Our SPT 400k 88.91 81.59 86.79 83.83 78.68 78.88 83.11(+3.25)

Table 3: Comparison results with the previous SPT works. Our SPT refers to the combination of aspect words,
review ratings, and syntax knowledge. The original SKEP and SENTILARE are not pre-trained based on
BERT-uncased-base, so we reproduce them on our SPT corpus. We convert the computational cost into
training steps. See our notes in Appendix D for this conversion.

weights through BERT-base-uncased. We im-
plement pre-training with a batch size of 1000, and
an initial learning rate of 2e-4. See Appendix E
for the detailed hyper-parameters. Our pre-training
corpus covers 28 domains, such as Restaurant,
Laptop, and Books. For most experiments, we
only pre-train 10k steps on both Restaurant
and Laptop. To mitigate the effect of randomness,
we run each pre-training approach twice, evaluate
each pre-trained model on three downstream tasks
10 times, and release the average results. Moreover,
we also pre-train 400k steps on all domains to fully
exploit the potential of SPT.

4.2 Main Results

We continue to pre-train BERT via the different
SPT approaches and subsequently fine-tune them
on three ABSA tasks. Their performance is re-
ported in Table 2. We see that MLM alone yields
notable improvements, where the maximum is
achieved on the ASC task in Restaurant-14,
nearly 3%. Integrating sentiment and syntax knowl-
edge leads to a variety of impacts.

What impact do different types of sentiment
knowledge have on downstream ABSA tasks?
Most sentiment knowledge contributes to perfor-
mance improvement on the ASC task, with senti-
ment words, review ratings, and aspect-sentiment
pairs showing the highest potential. Integrating
aspect words provides general benefits, and mask-
ing their contexts improves performance on nearly
all downstream tasks. The impact of integrating

emoticons is minimal.

Which knowledge integration method is most ef-
fective? For aspect words, masking their contexts
has a generally positive impact, while increasing
their masking probabilities does not. This finding
suggests that predicting their context is helpful as
the context often contains the key cues of its sen-
timent. For sentiment words, mask-by-proportion
is better than mask-by-probability. This is because
the former can better balance the masking propor-
tion of sentiment knowledge and general knowl-
edge. For review ratings, we observe that using
supervised contrastive learning does not show a
salient advantage over cross-entropy, indicating
that the application of contrastive learning on SPT
still needs exploration.

Does integrating syntax knowledge have positive
impacts? Aspect terms are often phrases, such as
the orecchiette with sausage and chicken. These
phrases tend to follow certain part-of-speech pat-
terns. From Table 2, we observe that integrating
part-of-speech helps the model extract aspect terms.
Furthermore, Pouran Ben Veyseh et al. (2020) state
that the dependency structure can provide useful
information to improve the performance of AOE.
Our experimental results align with their statement.

Whether integrating multiple knowledge simul-
taneously can lead to better results? Accord-
ing to the results in Table 2, we find that integrat-
ing multiple knowledge simultaneously does not
necessarily lead to better performance. The most
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Backbone Rest14 Lap14 Rest15 Rest16 Avg-∆
G

T
S

BERT 68.52 55.26 59.70 67.08 -

+SKEP∗ 71.86 56.89 63.44 69.72 +2.84

+SENTILARE∗ 70.99 56.82 64.57 69.99 +2.60

+SCAPTLAP 69.76 58.73 60.87 68.15 +1.74

+SCAPTREST 71.92 55.67 63.37 68.79 +2.30

+SENTIX 71.37 58.50 63.12 70.71 +3.29

+BERTREVIEW 71.40 58.42 63.46 68.49 +2.80

+Our SPT (10k) 71.44 56.19 64.77 70.63 +3.12

+Our SPT (400k) 72.11 58.27 64.98 68.44 +3.31

B
M

R
C

BERT 70.32 58.96 60.70 67.30 -

+SKEP∗ 71.16 59.46 63.08 68.84 +1.32

+SENTILARE∗ 71.40 60.70 62.86 69.51 +1.80

+SCAPTLAP 70.99 59.51 59.15 67.33 -0.08

+SCAPTREST 71.17 57.22 61.26 67.55 -0.02

+SENTIX 69.54 60.42 60.71 67.79 +0.30

+BERTREVIEW 71.25 62.20 64.50 70.68 +2.84

+Our SPT (10k) 70.83 59.47 63.03 69.62 +1.42

+Our SPT (400k) 71.43 62.40 64.32 70.46 +2.83

Sp
an

-A
ST

E

BERT 72.25 59.45 63.58 70.26 -

+SKEP∗ 73.47 62.07 65.32 72.51 +1.98

+SENTILARE∗ 74.71 62.86 66.13 73.19 +2.86

+SCAPTLAP 72.60 61.62 61.00 70.69 +0.11

+SCAPTREST 74.23 59.01 64.08 71.16 +0.76

+SENTIX 72.69 62.25 64.26 71.44 +1.30

+BERTREVIEW 74.31 63.51 64.23 72.55 +2.29

+Our SPT (10k) 74.74 62.22 67.55 73.72 +3.19

+Our SPT (400k) 75.34 64.76 67.69 73.49 +3.93

Table 4: Performance on the ASTE task (F1-score, %).
Results are the average of 5 runs.

obvious evidence lies in the combination of as-
pect words and aspect-sentiment pairs. In most
scenarios, the introduction of an additional type
of knowledge brings both benefits and drawbacks.
Experimental results highlight that the combina-
tion of aspect words, review ratings, and syntax
knowledge achieves the best trade-off, yielding an
average improvement of 2.42% over BERT.

Further, we compare the best combination with
previous SPT works and present the results in Table
3. These results show that under the same computa-
tional cost, this combination outperforms previous
works in most cases. When pre-training 400k steps,
we observe an average improvement of 3.25% over
BERT. In addition, we note an anomaly in the
model pre-trained on all domains. Specifically, its
performance on the AOE task in Laptop-14 does
not increase with the number of pre-training steps.
This may be because the dependency between the
aspect term and opinion term varies between do-
mains. Further exploration of this phenomenon is
warranted in future research.

Backbone AE ABSA
Previous SOTA 50.00 43.46

BERT 38.99 36.13

+SKEP∗ 42.37 40.43

+SENTILARE∗ 42.19 41.22

+SCAPTLAP 42.21 39.90

+SCAPTREST 41.07 39.11

+SENTIX 42.70 40.76

+BERTREVIEW 45.57 43.77

+Our SPT (10k) 43.09 41.59

+ASPECTWORD+RATING (10k) 42.49 40.75

+Our SPT (400k) 45.61 44.16

Table 5: Performance on two cross-domain ABSA tasks
(F1-score, %). This table only presents the average
performance of AE and end-to-end ABSA, and full
results are listed in Appendix F. Performance of the
previous SOTA comes from Yu et al. (2021). ASPECT-
WORD+RATING (10k) denotes removing syntax knowl-
edge from Our SPT.

4.3 Results on More Downstream Tasks
In addition to the three basic ABSA tasks, we fur-
ther evaluate the SPT model on more ABSA tasks
and datasets.

Aspect Sentiment Triplet Extraction (ASTE)
aims to extract the aspect terms along with the
corresponding opinion terms and the expressed
sentiment (Peng et al., 2020). As a compound
task, ASTE evaluates the model’s understanding of
aspect-level sentiments comprehensively. We take
the pre-trained model as the language encoder and
select three classical methods for triplet extraction:
GTS (Wu et al., 2020a), BMRC (Chen et al., 2021),
and Span-ASTE (Xu et al., 2021). We conduct ex-
periments on ASTE-Data-v2 (Xu et al., 2020b) and
present the results in Table 4.

Experimental results show that SPT can gen-
erally improve the performance of ASTE. The
best pre-trained model is our SPT (400k), which
achieves an average improvement of 3.31% and
3.93% on GTS and Span-ASTE, respectively. Ad-
ditionally, we observe that SPT has a smaller im-
provement on BMRC, suggesting that the paradigm
of machine reading comprehension relies more
on the model’s understanding of natural language
statements than on the quality of the representa-
tions of partial words.

Cross-domain ABSA aims to transfer ABSA anno-
tations from a resource-rich domain to a resource-
poor domain (Gong et al., 2020). This task requires
the model to possess the ability to learn domain-
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Backbone ATSA ACSA
BERT 82.64 80.19

+SKEP∗ 83.45 81.15

+SENTILARE∗ 83.42 80.98

+SCAPTREST 83.21 81.26

+SENTIX 82.32 81.37

+BERTREVIEW 83.02 79.87

+Our SPT (10k) 83.65 81.23

+Our SPT (400k) 83.41 81.52

Table 6: Performance on MAMS (Macro-F1, %). Re-
sults are the average of 10 runs.

invariant sentiment knowledge. We leverage this
task to evaluate the cross-domain capabilities of
pre-trained models. We conduct experiments on
the datasets released by Gong et al. (2020) and list
the results in Table 5.

We find that SPT greatly boosts the performance
of BERT on cross-domain ABSA. The best mod-
els are those pre-trained on a mixture of multiple
domains (BERTREVIEW and Our SPT (400k)). Be-
sides, we notice that removing syntax knowledge
causes a significant drop in performance, highlight-
ing the importance of syntax knowledge in cross-
domain ABSA. Despite achieving notable improve-
ments over BERT, SPT alone has not yet achieved
satisfactory performance, suggesting that address-
ing cross-domain ABSA requires more than just
employing SPT.

MAMS (Jiang et al., 2019) is a challenging bench-
mark dataset for ABSA, where each review con-
tains at least two different aspects with different
sentiments. We list experimental results on MAMS
in Table 6. We find that SPT still shows perfor-
mance gains on this dataset, but only at most 1%,
which is relatively lower than the gains observed
on other datasets. This suggests that SPT for multi-
aspect scenarios deserves further exploration.

4.4 Further Analysis

Effect of SPT on Data-scarce Scenarios. Data
scarcity is a critical challenge in ABSA. We ex-
plore the effect of SPT under different amounts
of training data. As depicted in Figure 3, the im-
provements from SPT become more obvious with
less training data, with maximums of 5.11% and
6.65%. Furthermore, with SPT, the performance
originally achieved using the entire training data
can be attained using only 40% of it. This suggests
that SPT is a feasible solution to alleviate the issue

Figure 3: Performance of AE and ASC on Restaurant-
14 under different amounts of training data.

Method
OE AE

P. R. F1 P. R. F1

R
E

ST
-1

4 POS 52.70 51.39 52.04 67.54 22.13 33.34

HU2004 78.26 70.24 74.03 69.02 35.36 46.76

MPQA 76.49 73.51 74.97 66.67 35.98 46.74

Ours 79.90 80.06 79.88 88.71 83.25 85.89

L
A

P-
14

POS 38.49 44.81 41.41 43.43 17.74 25.19

HU2004 63.62 56.82 60.03 34.50 17.74 23.43

MPQA 69.48 65.88 67.63 41.96 19.27 26.41

Ours 72.40 72.40 72.40 70.40 66.36 68.32

Table 7: Comparison results of knowledge-mining meth-
ods (Overlap-F1, %). PoS denotes annotating sentiment
words through pre-defined part-of-speech patterns (Tian
et al., 2020). MPQA and Hu2004 denotes annotating
sentiment words through the sentiment lexicon provided
by Deng and Wiebe (2015) and Hu and Liu (2004), re-
spectively. Three baselines annotate the noun closest to
every sentiment word as the aspect word.

of data scarcity in ABSA.

Evaluation for Knowledge-mining Methods. We
utilize Aspect term Extraction (AE) and Opin-
ion term Extraction (OE) to indirectly evaluate
knowledge-mining methods. Since opinion terms
and aspect terms are typically phrases while min-
ing results are at the word level, we use overlap-F1

as the evaluation metric. The difference with the
normal F1-score is that overlap-F1 recognizes a
prediction as correct as long as it overlaps with any
gold-truth term. We conduct experiments on the
datasets provided by Wang et al. (2017) and list
the results in Table 7. According to these results,
our knowledge-mining method exhibits significant
improvements over previous methods in both pre-
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Review Sentence Ground-truth
BERT’s

Prediction
Our SPT(10k)’s

Prediction
cajun shrimp is good, not great NEU POS ✘ NEU ✔

i felt it was inferior in many ways to windows 7 POS NEG ✘ POS ✔

screen - although some people might complain about low res which i think is ridiculous POS NEG ✘ POS ✔

his food is excellent (and not expensive by nyc standards- no entrees over 30, most
appetizers 12 to 14)

POS NEU ✘ NEU ✘

i opted for the squaretrade 3-year computer accidental protection warranty (1500-2000)
which also support accidents like drops and spills that are not covered by applecare

POS NEU ✘ NEU ✘

Table 8: Case Study on the ASC task. The aspect terms are marked with orange.

cision and recall. This superiority is particularly
significant in AE. These observations demonstrate
that our knowledge-mining method can mine more
considerable and accurate sentiment knowledge.

Case Study. We present several representative ex-
amples in Table 8. The first three examples demon-
strate that SPT can enable the model to discern
sentiment polarities in complex semantics, such as
comparisons and negations. However, the fourth
and fifth examples highlight SPT’s limitations in
more intricate contexts, such as statements con-
taining factual information. Consequently, more
advanced techniques are required to enhance the
model’s understanding of sentiment.

5 Conclusion

In this paper, we perform an empirical study
of Sentiment-enhanced Pre-Training (SPT). Our
study investigates the impacts of integrating senti-
ment knowledge and other linguistic knowledge in
pre-training on Aspect-Based Sentiment Analysis
(ABSA). To enable our study, we first develop an
effective knowledge-mining approach, leverage it
to build a large-scale SPT corpus, and then select a
range of ABSA tasks as the benchmark to systemat-
ically evaluate a pre-trained model’s understanding
of aspect-level sentiments. Experimental results
reveal the following findings: (1) integrating aspect
words brings general benefits to downstream tasks;
(2) integrating sentiment words, review ratings,
or aspect-sentiment pairs significantly improves
the performance on aspect-level sentiment clas-
sification; (3) integrating syntax knowledge can
help the model extract aspect terms and aspect-
oriented opinion terms; and (4) the combination
of aspect words, review ratings, and syntax knowl-
edge achieves the best trade-off, yielding an aver-
age improvement of 3.25% over BERT. We further
examine SPT’s effectiveness on more ABSA tasks
and find that SPT can improve the performance of

a wide range of downstream tasks. Notably, SPT
improves the model’s cross-domain capabilities. In
addition, we also demonstrate the effectiveness of
our knowledge-mining method.
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Limitations

While this paper provides a systematic investiga-
tion and analysis of existing Sentiment-enhanced
Pre-Training (SPT) approaches, it is important to
acknowledge the following limitations:

• The existing SPT approaches do not exhibit
sufficient performance improvement in the
multi-aspect scenario. Achieving significant
performance enhancements in this particular
scenario through SPT poses a challenging task
and warrants further exploration.

• Compared to the SPT corpus, the existing
downstream ABSA datasets cover fewer do-
mains. This limits the in-depth analysis of
aspect-level sentiments on different domains.

We believe that addressing the above limitations
can facilitate the development of SPT.
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Appendix for “An Empirical Study of
Sentiment-Enhanced Pre-Training for

Aspect-Based Sentiment Analysis”

We organize the appendix into six sections:

• Additional data statistics for our SPT cor-
pus and the downstream ABSA tasks are pre-
sented in Appendix A;

• Supplementary description of our sentiment
knowledge mining method is presented in Ap-
pendix B;

• Detailed implementation of our masking con-
text is presented in Appendix C;

• Addition notes for existing SPT approaches
are presented in Appendix D;

• Detailed hyper-parameters for SPT are pre-
sented in Appendix E; and

• Additional experimental results are presented
in Appendix F.

A Additional Data Statistics

A.1 Statistic of the SPT Corpus

We collect user-generated reviews from Yelp and
Amazon to build the SPT corpus. We record the
reviews from Yelp as the Restaurant domain
and the reviews from Cell Phones and Accessories
of Amazon as the Laptop domain. These two
domains contain 11 million reviews in total. The
detailed statistic is presented in Table 9.

Note for Laptop reviews. In the Amazon re-
views dataset, Laptop is a subcategory under Elec-
tronics. However, this Laptop subcategory only
contains 220k reviews, significantly less than the
4 million reviews on Yelp (Restaurant). To ad-
dress this issue, some researchers have included
reviews from other similar domains. For instance,
Yin et al. (2016) added Cell Phone reviews to the
Laptop corpus, while Wang et al. (2021) used Cell
Phone reviews as the unlabeled data for semeval-
14lap. Cell Phone category contains 6 million re-
views, which is large enough. Although the use
of Cell Phone reviews as a substitute for Laptop
reviews is not ideal, our analysis shows that the
two domains share high similarity in aspect-level
sentiment expression.

Domain Number
Restaurant 4,870,209

Laptop 6,330,313

Beauty 235,188

Fashion 550,447

Appliances 343,902

Arts-Crafts 1,735,948

Automotive 4,705,809

Books 31,442,868

CDs 2,395,159

Clothing 20,510,586

Music 921,391

Electronics 12,878,998

Gift-Cards 77,502

Grocery-Food 3,195,107

Kitchen 14,278,474

Industrial 1,028,681

Kindle-Store 3,838,324

Luxury-Beauty 371,295

Magazine 57,940

Movies 4,679,076

Musical-Instruments 930,999

Office-Products 3,424,566

Garden 3,247,801

Pet-Supplies 4,386,656

Prime-Pantry 251,476

Sports 8,180,487

Toys 5,161,466

Video-Games 1,442,524

Total 141,473,192

Table 9: Statistic of the SPT Corpus.

A.2 Statistic of the Downstream ABSA tasks

Dataset for the AE and ASC tasks is pro-
vided by Wang et al. (2017). We down-
load it from https://github.com/yhcc/
BARTABSA/tree/main/data/wang. Since
there is no explicit validation set, we randomly
split 20% of its training data as the validation set.
Its statistic is presented in Table 10. Following Xu
et al. (2019b), for the ASC task, we only train and
test the model on those aspect terms with polarity
POS, NEU, and NEG.

Dataset for the AOE task is provided by Fan
et al. (2019). We download it from https://
github.com/NJUNLP/TOWE. Following Fan
et al. (2019), we randomly split 20% of its training
set as the validation set. Its statistic is presented in
Table 10.

Dataset for the ASTE task is ASTE-Data-v2,
which is provided by Xu et al. (2020b). We derive
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Provider Domain Split #R #A #O #P/#T

Wang et al. (2017)

Rest 14
Train 2436 2985 2772 -

Dev 608 714 712 -

Test 800 1134 1008 -

Lap 14
Train 2439 1915 2003 -

Dev 609 458 501 -

Test 800 654 674 -

Fan et al. (2019)

Rest 14
Train 1300 2109 2165 2443

Dev 325 530 557 619

Test 500 864 888 1030

Lap 14
Train 920 1308 1293 1495

Dev 231 318 332 376

Test 343 481 498 565

Xu et al. (2020b)

Rest 14
Train 1266 2051 2061 2338

Dev 310 500 497 577

Test 492 848 844 994

Lap 14
Train 906 1280 1254 1460

Dev 219 295 302 346

Test 328 463 466 543

Rest 15
Train 605 862 935 1013

Dev 148 213 236 249

Test 322 432 460 485

Rest 16
Train 857 1198 1300 1394

Dev 210 296 319 339

Test 326 452 474 514

Table 10: Statistics of three ABSA datasets (Wang et al.,
2017; Fan et al., 2019; Xu et al., 2020b). #R, #A, #O,
#P, and #T represent the number of reviews, aspect
terms, opinion terms, aspect-opinion pairs, and aspect
sentiment triplets, respectively.

it from https://github.com/xuuuluuu/
Position-Aware-Tagging-for-ASTE.
Its statistic is presented in Table 10.

Dataset for cross-domain ABSA is provided by
Gong et al. (2020). We derive it from https://
github.com/NUSTM/BERT-UDA. Its statistic
is presented in Table 11.

MAMS Dataset is presented by Jiang et al. (2019).
We download it from https://github.com/
siat-nlp/MAMS-for-ABSA. Its statistic is
presented in Table 11.

B Supplementary Description of Our
Sentiment Knowledge Mining Method

B.1 Mining Aspect & Sentiment Words

Existing SPT works have developed several
knowledge-mining methods (Tian et al., 2020;
Zhou et al., 2020; Ke et al., 2020; Li et al., 2021).
They leverage part-of-speech patterns or sentiment
lexicons to annotate sentiment words. Then, they

Cross-domain ABSA (Gong et al., 2020)

Domain Split #Review #Aspect

Restaurant
Train 3877 3626

Test 2158 1994

Laptop
Train 3045 1845

Test 800 467

Device
Train 2557 1394

Test 1279 691

Service
Train 1492 1729

Test 747 825

MAMS (Jiang et al., 2019)

Split #Review #Aspect

ATSA
Train 4297 11182

Dev 500 1332

Test 500 1336

ACSA
Train 3149 7090

Dev 400 888

Test 400 901

Table 11: Statistics of the cross-domain ABSA dataset
(Gong et al., 2020) and MAMS (Jiang et al., 2019)
dataset.

treat the nearest nouns to the sentiment words as
aspect words or build an aspect lexicon based on
the aspect annotations of the existing downstream
datasets. However, these knowledge-mining meth-
ods either lack domain adaptability or are unscal-
able. Therefore, this paper develops an effective
knowledge-mining method.

Hypothesis. Any two words in the same sentence
are connected by a syntactic path. This paper de-
notes a syntactic path as a sequence of dependency
relations and part-of-speech tags. For example,
given the sentence “we had a lamb pie pizza that
was awful”, the syntactic path from pizza to awful
is denoted as (NOUN,

relcl−−−→,VERB,
acomp−−−−→,ADJ).

Qiu et al. (2011) observe that there are some syn-
tactic paths linking aspect words and sentiment
words. Based on this observation, we assume that
there exist lexicons LA,LS and aspect-sentiment
path set PAS that satisfy:

If wi and wj are linked by path p, then

wi ∈ LA and p ∈ PAS =⇒ wj ∈ LS , (18)

wi ∈ LA and wj ∈ LS =⇒ p ∈ PAS , (19)

We leverage this assumption to mine lexicons and
path sets.

Initialization. We initialize the sentiment lexicon
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with adjectives of MPQA6 and initialize the aspect
lexicon as an empty set. We empirically initialize
four path sets with several simple paths:

P(0)
AA = {(NOUN, conj−−−→,NOUN),

(NOUN,
conj←−−−,NOUN)},

P(0)
SS = {(ADJ, conj−−−→,ADJ),

(ADJ,
conj←−−−,ADJ)},

P(0)
AS = {(NOUN, nsubj←−−−,AUX, acomp−−−−→,ADJ)},

P(0)
SA = {(ADJ, acomp←−−−−,AUX, nsubj−−−→,NOUN)}.

Expectation. We first leverage the two lexicons
to annotate aspect words and sentiment words in
the sentences. Then, we treat these annotations
as conditions to further annotate aspect and senti-
ment words in the sentences using the four path
sets through Equation (18). We merge the two
annotations as the final annotation of this step.

Maximization. For each word wi, we count its oc-
currences of being annotated as the aspect word in
the E-step, denoted as #wi_asp. We also count its
occurrences in the corpus, denoted as #wi. Thus,
we calculate the aspect score of a word as follows:

aspect-score(wi) =
#wi_asp

#wi
. (20)

We add those words whose aspect scores are greater
than the given threshold αA to the aspect lexicon
LA. The expansion of the sentiment lexicon is
similar.

For each path p, we count the annotations of all
the word pairs (wi, wj) linked by this path. The
aspect-sentiment score of the path is calculated by:

as-score(p) =
#wi_asp ∗#wj_sen

#wi_asp
, (21)

where #wj_sen denotes its occurrences of being
annotated as the sentiment word. We add those
paths whose aspect-sentiment score is greater than
the given threshold αAS to PAS . The other three
path sets are expanded similarly.

For each domain, we run the EM algorithm on
500k reviews to learn the parameters and then an-
notate all reviews.

6http://mpqa.cs.pitt.edu/lexicons/
subj_lexicon/

B.2 Polarity Assignment
We leverage the reviews’ rating scores for polar-
ity assignments. We empirically treat 5-star-rated
reviews as positive reviews and (1,2,3)-star-rated
as negative reviews. For a sentiment word wi, we
count its occurrences in positive and negative re-
views, denoted as #wi_pos and #wi_neg. Thus
the polarity score of this word can be calculated
by:

pmi_so(wi) = log
#wi_pos ∗#neg

#wi_neg ∗#pos
, (22)

where #pos and #neg denote the total number
of positive and negative reviews. Equation (22) is
derived from Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI)
(Turney, 2002).

For each domain, we calculate the polarity score
of each sentiment word on all reviews. Then, we
empirically assign those sentiment words whose
polarity scores are greater than 0.2 as POS and
those sentiment words whose polarity scores are
less than -0.2 as NEG.

C Detailed Implementation of Masking
Context

We leverage aspect words to locate the sentiment-
dense segments of the review and improve the
masking probability of their contexts.

Masking Context by Normal Distribution. Sup-
pose there is only one aspect in the review, and
its position is t. We use the normal distribution
N (t, σ) for the masking probability assignment,
where σ is a hyper-parameter. This could be for-
mulated by:

fnorm(i; t, σ) =
1√
2πσ

exp

(
−(i− t)2

2σ2

)
.

pnorm(i) =

{
fnorm(i; t, σ) i ̸= t,

0 i = t.

Actually, a review often contains more than one
aspect word. Therefore, we sample k aspect words
for each review, repeat the probability calculation
k times, and pick up the maximum probability for
each word. k is related to the length of the review:

k = Tz, (23)

where T is the length, and z is a hyper-parameter.
Finally, we perform normalization to ensure that
the masked part is 15% of the review.
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Figure 4: Performance of three downstream ABSA tasks with different pre-training steps.

Hyper-parameter SPT (10k) SPT (400k)

Pre-training Data
Restaurant

and Laptop
All 28 domains

Batch Size 1k 1k

Learning Rate 2e-4 1e-4

Max Step 10k 400k

Learning Rate Decay Linear Linear

Weight Decay 0.01 0.01

Adam ϵ 1e-6 1e-6

Adam β1 0.9 0.9

Adam β2 0.98 0.98

Gradient Clipping 1.0 1.0

Table 12: Hyper-parameters for pre-training.

Masking Context by Geometric Distribution.
We also use geometric distribution for the masking
probability assignment:

fgeo(i; p) = (1− p)i−1p. (24)

pgeo(i) =





fgeo(t− i; p) i < t,

0 i = t,

fgeo(i− t; p) i > t.

(25)

where p is a hyper-parameter. We also sample k
aspect words and perform normalization.

We find that both masking context methods are
highly sensitive to hyper-parameters. In our experi-
ment, we set σ = 6, p = 0.4, and z = 0.1.

D Additional Notes for Existing SPT
Approaches

Note for SEKP. Tian et al. (2020) propose aspect-
sentiment pair prediction to capture the dependency
between aspect and sentiment. They regard aspect-
sentiment pair prediction as a multi-label classifi-
cation task and further transform it into multiple
binary classification tasks. However, their imple-
mentation only includes positive samples but ig-
nores negative samples when calculating the loss.
Therefore, we adopt a different implementation to
correct this mistake. This implementation is de-
scribed in Equation 12 and 13. Besides, since our
pre-training corpus contains aspect annotation, we
regard a sentiment word with its nearest aspect
word as an aspect-sentiment pair.

Note for Pre-training Step. Existing SPT works
have different setups. We estimate their compu-
tation based on batch size, maximum text length,
model architecture, and training step. Then, we cal-
culate the training step to reach this computation
under our settings.

E Hyper-Parameters

We list the detailed hyper-parameters of SPT in
Table 12. In our SPT, we integrate ASPECTWORD,
REVIEWRATING, and SYNTAX in pre-training.
Therefore, the loss for SPT is calculated by:

LSPT = LMLM + α1LRAT + α2LSY N , (26)

LSY N = α3LPoS + α4LDIR + α5LDIS . (27)
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Backbone
Source −→ Target Pairs

Avg.
D−→R D−→S L−→R L−→S R−→D R−→L R−→S S−→D S−→L S−→R

BERT 47.62 36.16 36.72 30.53 38.53 38.29 26.10 39.30 39.81 56.82 38.99

+SKEP 53.08 38.12 51.80 28.19 44.09 47.28 25.92 39.52 41.25 54.48 42.37

+SENTILARE 51.44 33.49 48.52 30.78 43.07 47.19 28.70 40.13 41.91 56.64 42.19

+SCAPTLAP 47.46 36.29 46.07 29.74 39.75 48.39 32.22 40.58 42.61 58.99 42.21

+SCAPTREST 54.22 36.76 40.55 31.53 40.61 40.14 29.02 39.74 39.22 58.22 41.07

+SENTIX 52.89 39.26 45.65 34.21 41.77 44.08 29.16 40.72 41.06 58.19 42.70

+BERTREVIEW 54.99 42.77 51.29 33.17 45.49 50.08 32.82 41.48 42.41 61.17 45.57

+Our SPT 55.02 36.52 52.06 30.25 44.05 47.81 27.63 41.20 40.40 55.96 43.09

+Our SPT 57.30 36.14 56.45 33.22 48.10 53.17 31.95 39.90 40.56 59.33 45.61

Table 13: Full results for cross-domain Aspect term Extraction (F1-score, %). These results are the average of 10
runs.

Backbone
Source −→ Target Pairs

Avg.
D−→R D−→S L−→R L−→S R−→D R−→L R−→S S−→D S−→L S−→R

BERT 42.57 33.29 35.94 29.48 35.25 37.06 25.35 35.59 36.64 50.08 36.13

+SKEP 49.36 32.87 49.44 28.57 43.45 46.01 25.76 37.51 41.13 50.29 40.44

+SENTILARE 49.84 32.86 49.34 29.10 43.54 47.21 27.31 38.87 41.37 52.74 41.22

+SCAPTLAP 44.94 33.54 44.31 29.14 37.30 45.98 30.28 38.40 40.93 54.16 39.90

+SCAPTREST 52.58 34.52 40.72 30.42 38.38 37.90 26.45 37.72 37.86 54.52 39.11

+SENTIX 50.09 34.27 45.26 31.74 40.22 45.60 27.43 38.84 39.88 54.31 40.76

+BERTREVIEW 53.20 38.69 48.82 33.58 44.37 49.17 33.64 38.66 40.60 56.98 43.77

+Our SPT 52.64 34.40 51.44 29.28 43.56 46.66 26.05 39.25 40.19 52.40 41.59

+Our SPT 55.70 33.81 55.90 31.50 46.95 52.33 30.13 38.71 41.01 55.51 44.16

Table 14: Full results for cross-domain end-to-end Aspect-Based Sentiment Analysis (F1-score, %). These results
are the average of 10 runs.

We set α1 = 1.2, α2 = 1.2, α3 = 0.8, α4 = 1.0,
α5 = 0.3.

F Additional Results

Effect of Pre-training Step. The pre-training step
is the most critical hyper-parameter in SPT. We
show its effect on the downstream ABSA tasks
in Figure 4. We can see that the performance on
AE and ASC generally increases with the num-
ber of pre-training steps. Although the increase is
slowly decreasing, it can be expected that the per-
formance will continue to increase if pre-training
continues on the basis of SPT (400k). However,
this trend is not obvious on AOE. In particular,
the performance in Laptop-14 degrades as the
pre-training step increases. We speculate that this
is due to the differences between domains, which
are more pronounced for the AOE task. Not only
does the wording of the opinion term differ across
domains, but the dependency between the aspect
term and opinion term also differs across domains.
These differences deserve further exploration and
analysis in future works.

Full Results on Cross-domain ABSA. We present
the full results on two cross-domain ABSA tasks
in Table 13 and 14.
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� D3. Did you discuss whether and how consent was obtained from people whose data you’re
using/curating? For example, if you collected data via crowdsourcing, did your instructions to
crowdworkers explain how the data would be used?
Not applicable. Left blank.

� D4. Was the data collection protocol approved (or determined exempt) by an ethics review board?
Not applicable. Left blank.

� D5. Did you report the basic demographic and geographic characteristics of the annotator population
that is the source of the data?
Not applicable. Left blank.
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